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Conditional MitoTimer reporter mice for assessment of mitochondrial structure, oxidative stress, and mitophagy
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A B S T R A C T

Assessment of structural and functional changes of mitochondria is vital for biomedical research as mitochondria are the power plants essential for biological processes and tissue/organ functions. Others and we have developed a novel reporter gene, pMitoTimer, which codes for a redox sensitive mitochondrial targeted protein that switches from green fluorescence protein (GFP) to red fluorescent protein (DsRed) when oxidized. It has been shown in transfected cells, transgenic C. elegans and Drosophila m., as well as somatically transfected adult skeletal muscle that this reporter gene allows quantifiable assessment of mitochondrial structure, oxidative stress, and lysosomal targeting of mitochondria-containing autophagosomes. Here, we generated CAG-CAT-MitoTimer transgenic mice using a transgene containing MitoTimer downstream of LoxP-flanked bacterial chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene with stop codon under the control of the cytomegalovirus (CMV) enhancer fused to the chicken β-actin promoter (CAG). When CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice were crossbred with various tissue-specific (muscle, adipose tissue, kidney, and pancreatic tumor) or global Cre transgenic mice, the double transgenic offspring showed MitoTimer expression in tissue-specific or global manner. Lastly, we show that hindlimb ischemia-reperfusion caused early, transient increases of mitochondrial oxidative stress, mitochondrial fragmentation and lysosomal targeting of autophagosomes containing mitochondria as well as a later reduction of mitochondrial content in skeletal muscle along with mitochondrial oxidative stress in sciatic nerve. Thus, we have generated conditional MitoTimer mice and provided proof of principle evidence of their utility to simultaneously assess mitochondrial structure, oxidative stress, and mitophagy in vivo in a tissue-specific, controllable fashion.

1. Introduction

Mitochondrial biogenesis, dynamics (reorganization of the mitochondrial reticulum through fission and fusion), and mitophagy (degradation of damaged/dysfunctional regions via the lysosomal degradation system), collectively maintain mitochondrial quality in response to stressors (Drake et al., 2015; Kroemer et al., 2010). Impaired mitochondrial quality is a hallmark of many chronic diseases, including, but not limited to, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, neurological disorders and aging (Knuppertz and Osiewacz, 2016; Matic et al., 2015; Wanagat and Hevener, 2016; Vázquez-Trincado et al., 2016). The importance of mitochondrial quality maintenance in disease susceptibility and progression across multiple different tissue/organ systems warrants a comprehensive, in-depth understanding of how mitochondrial quality is regulated in response to stressors in vivo.

One way to determine mitochondrial stress is to measure production and/or consequence of excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS). Multiple fluorescent-based reporter genes have been developed to
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assess mitochondria ROS (mtROS) emission. Mitochondria-targeted roGFP, HyPer, and mt-roGFP detect redox state and H₂O₂ in the mitochondria (Roma et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008; Wolf et al., 2008) nearly real-time; however, these reporter genes are generally not suitable for assessing the accompanying processes (i.e. biogenesis, fission/fusion, and mitophagy) that are often activated under various conditions of stress. Recently, Sun et al. developed a transgenic mouse expressing a mitochondria-targeted, pH-sensitive fluorophore, mt-Kiema, that changes fluorescence from green to red when engulfed in lysosomes allowing assessment of mitophagy (Sun et al., 2015). Transfection of mitochondria-targeted GFP has been used to assess mitochondrial dynamics and morphology (Toyama et al., 2016), but its in vivo utility is unclear (Hodneland Nilsson et al., 2015; Roma et al., 2012). The mito-Dendra2 mouse, which expresses a photo-activatable mitochondrial targeting sequence (mtdendra2; Call et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2014; Verkhusha et al., 2014) from a mitochondrial targeting sequence (mtdendra2; Call et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2014). To fully take advantage of this reporter gene technology, we endeavored to generate and characterize a novel conditional MitoTimer reporter mouse line and test its utility for simultaneous assessment of mitochondrial structure, oxidative stress, and lysosomal transportations (Ju et al., 2015). Briefly, at necropsy, tumor was finely minced and incubated with Collagenase Type IV (ThermoFisher 17,104,019) at 2 mg/ml in DMEM (Invitrogen 11,965,092) for 30 min at 37 °C. The cell suspension and remaining small tumor fragments were rinsed and then resuspended in DMEM containing 10% FBS (Seradigm 1500) before being plated in 10 cm dishes. The cells were incubated at 5%CO₂ at 37 °C.

2.5. Hindlimb ischemia-reperfusion injury

Acute ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury was induced as previously described (Call et al., 2017), and identical between different mouse models. Briefly, under anesthesia an 1/8 in. 4-oz orthodontic rubber band (DENTSPLY GAC International Inc. 11-102-03) was placed around the femur ~ 20 cm above the knee using McGivney Hemorroidal Ligator. After 1 h, the rubber band was removed to initiate reperfusion.

2.6. Immunoblotting

Whole muscle homogenates were obtained from the gastrocnemius muscle (GA), heart (HT) and liver (LV), resolved by electrophoresis on a SDS-page gel (30 µg/lane), then transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Odyssey 956-31092). After blocking in 5% milk in Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST), the membrane was incubated overnight with rabbit anti-dsRED (Clontech 632496) diluted 1:1000 followed by incubation with goat anti-rabbit 680 (ThermoFisher SA5-35571) for 1 h with TBST washes in between and after. The membrane was scanned using Licor (Odyssey).

2.7. Confocal imaging

Tissues were fixed and prepared for either whole mount or cryosectioning for MitoTimer confocal microscopy using FLUOVIEW
MitoTimer was detected by the green (ex/em 488/518 nm) and red (ex/em 543/572 nm) channels. Identical acquisition parameters were used for every sample of the same tissue type.

2.8. MitoTimer analysis

MitoTimer Red:Green ratio and mitochondrial content was analyzed using a custom Matlab-based algorithm as previously described (Laker et al., 2014). Percent fiber with mitochondrial fragmentation was analyzed manually in an identity-blinded fashion.

2.9. Statistical analysis

All results are presented as means ± SE. Two-tailed unpaired t-test was used to compare MitoTimer Red:Green ratio, percentage mitochondria per fiber area, number of pure red puncta and percentage of fibers with fragmented mitochondria between sham treated and IR groups. For the time course studies, one-way ANOVA was employed followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons post hoc test to locate the difference once a statistically significant interaction was reached. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Development of pCAG-CAT-MitoTimer DNA construct and generation of transgenic mice

In order to generate conditional MitoTimer transgenic mice, we subcloned the MitoTimer coding region into an expression vector downstream from LoxP-flanked chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) coding sequence with a stop codon under the control of cytomegalovirus (CMV) enhanced β-actin promoter (Wang et al., 2015) that we named pCAG-CAT-MitoTimer (Fig. 1a). To ensure that this expression construct was correctly generated with inducible expression, we checked the structure of the plasmid DNA by combinatorial restriction enzyme digestions (not shown) and co-transfected C2C12 myoblasts with pCAG-CAT-MitoTimer and pCMV-Cre (constitutive expression of Cre recombinase) using empty vector pC1-neo as the negative control. We confirmed MitoTimer expression via confocal microscopy only in cells that were co-transfected with pCMV-Cre, but not with empty vector (Fig. 1b). These findings confirmed the inducibility of the pCAG-CAT-MitoTimer expression vector in transiently transfected cells in culture dependent on the expression of Cre recombinase. We then proceeded to generate MitoTimer transgenic mice by microinjection of male pronuclei of fertilized oocytes (in C57BL/6J background) with isolated DNA fragment containing the CAG-CAT-MitoTimer expression unit (Fig. 1a). Multiple F1 progenies were obtained by crossbreeding the F0 CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mouse with wild type C57BL/6 mice, confirming germline transmission of the transgene to offspring.

3.2. Conditional expression of MitoTimer following crossbreeding of CAG-CAT-MitoTimer with various Cre transgenic lines

We obtained muscle-specific MitoTimer mice by crossbreeding CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice with transgenic Cre mice driven by the muscle creatine kinase (MCK) promoter. We confirmed via both western blot and confocal microscopy that these mice expressed MitoTimer in all skeletal muscle fibers with some expression in cardiac myocytes (Fig. 2a & b). These findings are consistent with previous findings that the MCK promoter is specific for adult skeletal muscle, but with leaky activity in adult cardiac myocytes (Bruning et al., 1998). Importantly, expression of MCK-MitoTimer did not affect body weight or muscle wet weight (Fig. 2c & d), suggesting that mitochondrial metabolism was not impacted by MitoTimer.

When CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice were crossbred adiponectin-rTA-TRE-Cre mice, the double transgenic offspring showed MitoTimer expression revealing mitochondrial network in white adipose tissue following 2 weeks of feeding with doxycycline-chow (Fig. 2e). Similarly, when crossbred with PepCK-Cre mice, the double transgenic offspring showed MitoTimer expression in the kidney proximal tubules (Fig. 2f). Finally, when crossed into LSL-KrasG12D/+;Trp53ox/ox;Pdx-1-CreERTg/+ background, MitoTimer expression was detected in isolated pancreatic ductal tumor cells (Fig. 2g). These findings provide convincing evidence that CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice can be used to generate conditional MitoTimer reporter mice in different tissues/organs even with inducible expressions, thus allowing precise control of the expression in any tissue at any time across the lifespan.

We then obtained global, inducible MitoTimer mice by crossing CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice with transgenic mice harboring the tamoxifen-inducible CAG-CreERT2 gene. Following 7 days of daily injections of tamoxifen, we observed MitoTimer expression in the skeletal muscle,
Fig. 2. Generation of MitoTimer transgenic mice. A transgenic mouse line was generated by pronuclear injection of isolated DNA fragment containing the conditional MitoTimer expression unit as illustrated in Fig. 1a. (a) Representative confocal images of MitoTimer expression in the skeletal muscle and heart from muscle specific MitoTimer mice (MTG; MCK-Cre; CAG-CAT-MitoTimer); (b) Immunoblot analysis of MitoTimer protein expression gastrocnemius muscle (GA), heart and liver tissues in MTG and the wild type littermates (WT); (c) Body weight was not different between MCK-MitoTimer and their WT littermates; (d) Muscle weights for Soleus (Sol, Plantaris (PL)), and Gastrocnemius (GA), normalized to tibia length, was not different between MCK-MitoTimer and their WT littermates; (e) Representative confocal images of MitoTimer expression in white adipose tissue of adipose tissue-specific inducible MitoTimer mice (adiponectin-rtTA-TRE-Cre; CAG-CAT-MitoTimer); (f) Representative confocal images of MitoTimer expression in kidney proximal tubule-specific mice (PepCK-Cre; CAG-CAT-MitoTimer); (g) Representative confocal images of MitoTimer expression in primary cells isolated from pancreatic tumor cells from pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma MitoTimer mice (LSL-KrasG12D/+; Trp53fl/+; Pdx-1-CreERT2; CAG-CAT-MitoTimer); (h) Representative confocal images of MitoTimer expression in skeletal muscle, heart, kidney, and brain in global inducible MitoTimer mice (CAG-CreER2; CAG-CAT-MitoTimer); (i) Immunoblot analysis of different tissues. Negative (NC) and positive (PC) controls are homogenates of the GA muscle from wild type mice and MTG mice, respectively; (j) Body weights in MTG mice was not affected by 7 days of tamoxifen injection.
heart, brain, kidney, liver, lung, and fat (Fig. 2h and i), which was not present in any tissue prior to tamoxifen treatment (data not shown). Expression of MitoTimer across tissues did not affect body weight (Fig. 2j), further supporting that MitoTimer does not impact metabolism. Importantly, the varying mitochondrial reticulum architecture between multiple tissue-specific MitoTimer mice (Fig. 2) is consistent with previous observations (Fu et al., 2017; Mcwilliams et al., 2016). We have previously demonstrated that MitoTimer protein expression under the control of a constitutively active promoter is suitable for detection of cumulative changes of mitochondrial structure and oxidative stress (Laker et al., 2014), which posits an advantage over other transient methodologies (Roma et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008; Wolf et al., 2008). Although we have not fully characterized the identities of cells in various tissues/organs of the global MitoTimer reporter mice, the fact that skeletal muscle and cardiac myocytes showed typical mitochondrial network structure suggests that the confocal microscopy images of various tissues represent the authentic mitochondrial network structures, but we acknowledge that the respective system in question needs to be closely considered when interpreting results due to possible tissue-specific responses in some mitochondrial processes (Glancy et al., 2017). Thus, these transgenic models have a great potential for integrative assessments of mitochondrial structure and health under physiological and pathological conditions.

3.3. MitoTimer transgenic mice are sensitive to pathological stress

In order to gain information regarding the potential utility of CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice, we began to characterize the response of muscle-specific MitoTimer mice to pathological stimuli. We subjected MCK-Cre;CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice to tourniquet-induced IR injury, which is known to induce profound skeletal muscle dysfunction (Dorweiler et al., 2007; Lejay et al., 2014) as a result of excessive generation of mtROS and mitochondrial oxidative stress (Kalorgeris et al., 2012; Lejay et al., 2014). Consistent with this notion, we found that MitoTimer Red:Green ratio, which we have validated to be indicative of mitochondrial stress (Call et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2014), was significantly elevated at 2 and 3 days post-IR injury (Fig. 3a & b). The Red:Green ratio had a trend of increase at 0 h, but it was not statistically significant ($p = 0.068$). This may reflect feature of this reporter system for detecting cumulative changes. Pure red puncta, which are indicative of mitophagy (Call et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2017; Laker et al., 2014), were significantly increased 1 day post-IR injury (Fig. 3a & c) concurrent with a significant increase in fibers with fragmented mitochondria in nearly the whole myofiber (Fig. 3a & d).
3.4. Conclusion

Of the fibers with fragmented mitochondria displayed pure red puncta, which are indicative of mitophagy. We speculate that the processes of massive mitochondrial fragmentation and mitochondrial oxidative stress may be exclusive of each other with the latter being part of apoptosis and/or necrosis. However, additional studies are necessary to determine the fate of these fibers (Lopes-Ferreira et al., 2001; Grobler et al., 2004). In other words, the fibers containing pure red puncta may recover with ongoing mitophagy to remove damaged mitochondria caused by IR. Thus, mitochondrial fission could be a potential therapeutic target to preserve muscle fibers, as has been shown in the heart against IR injury (Gao et al., 2016). Finally, we measured mitochondrial content by quantifying MitoTimer positive pixels per fiber area (Laker et al., 2014) and showed a moderate, but significant reduction of mitochondrial content at 7 days following IR injury that was recovered by 14 days (Fig. 3a & d). Taken together, we show that muscle-specific MitoTimer mice could be a powerful tool for the simultaneous assessment of mitochondrial structure and content, oxidative stress, and mitophagy during lysosomal targeting in vivo.

To determine whether MitoTimer mice could be used for assessment of mitochondrial stress in other tissues, we subjected global inducible MitoTimer mice (CAG-CreER<sup>23</sup> ; CAG-CAT-MitoTimer) mice to IR following 7 days of daily injection of tamoxifen. We assessed MitoTimer Red:Green fluorescence 3 h following IR injury. IR led to a significant increase in MitoTimer Red:Green ratio in sciatic nerve exons (Fig. 3f and g) as well as in skeletal muscle (data not shown) compared with the sham control. As the network of mitochondria within the sciatic nerve was highly discontinuous under normal conditions (Fig. 3f), we did not observe further fragmentation, hence did not intend to quantify. These findings showed consistent behavior of MitoTimer protein between different tissues, although, the native state of the reticulum in a given tissue has to be considered when interpreting the observations of mitochondrial structure and quality.

3.4. Conclusion

Expanding from our established MitoTimer gene and its utilities in various model systems, we generated a conditional MitoTimer reporter mouse line. We confirmed tissue-specific expression of MitoTimer when crossing this mouse line into several tissue-specific Cre transgenic mouse lines, including inducible Cre lines. Using muscle-specific and global inducible MitoTimer mice, we showed that these reporter mice can be used for simultaneous measurements of mitochondrial structure, content, oxidative stress, and mitophagy at the step of lysosomal targeting of mitochondria-containing autophagosomes in skeletal muscle and mitochondrial oxidative stress in sciatic nerve. We have therefore obtained proof-of-principle evidence that CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice, when crossed into Cre transgenic background, can be used to assess mitochondrial structure, oxidative stress and a specific step in mitophagy in any given tissue, and possibly, at any given time if using inducible form of Cre recombinase. This advancement of technology may help us gain unprecedented insight into mitochondrial structural and functional homeostasis.
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